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 ANNOTATED DISCRETIONARY TRUST 

 

Annotation: A person may wish to transfer assets to a trust fur a number of tax 

and non-tax reasons. Tax reasons include the desire (a) to transfer the tax burden from a high 

bracket taxpayer to a taxpayer in a lower tax bracket; (b) to utilise the enhanced capital gains 

exemption of various members of the family; (c) to access the lower tax rates of a different 

province (such as Alberta at this time); and (d) in the case of testamentary trusts, to multiply 

the ability to access the lower tax rates by using multiple testamentary trusts. 

Non-tax reasons include the following: (a) to set a mechanism in place to 

manage one’s property in the event of disability or incapacity; (b) to protect property from the 

claims of creditors; (c) to provide for disabled beneficiaries without jeopardising their 

government benefits; (d) to provide for a person who is not able to look after his or her 

property by reason of minority, mental incapacity or lack of business experience; (e) to give a 

beneficiary the benefits of property ownership without giving up control over the property; 

(f) to provide for successive interests; and (g) to avoid the application of provincial probate 

taxes. 

As a general rule, a transfer of property to a trust constitutes a disposition for 

income tax purposes. Paragraph 69(1)(b)
1
 will generally deem the proceeds of “disposition” to 

be the fair market value of the property transferred whether the disposition is by way of inter 

vivos gift, or by way of transfer for no proceeds or for proceeds less than fair market value. 

The definition of “disposition” is contained in subsection 248(1) of the Act. 

Over time, the definition of disposition for tax purposes has been expanded.  It is important to 

review these provisions when considering any disposition which affects the transfer of assets 

to trusts, the transfer of assets by trusts, dealing with trust assets by a trust and dealing with 

the interests of the beneficiaries. 

Exceptions to the disposition on the transfer of assets to a trust include 

transfers to a spousal trust both inter vivos and testamentary and transfers to the following 

types of trust: bare trust; alter ego trust; and joint spousal or common law partner trust. 

The following discussion will focus on certain tax and non-tax factors to keep 

in mind when drafting a discretionary inter vivos trust.   

 

 

                                                 
1
  All references to ―the Act‖ will be to the Income Tax Act (Canada) R.S.C. 1985 c. I-5 as amended. 



 

 

THIS DEED OF SETTLEMENT made in duplicate as of the <*> day of 

<*>, 2003 

B E T W E E N: 

<*>, of the City of <*>, in the Province of <*>, 

(hereinafter called the ―Settlor‖) 

OF THE FIRST PART 

– and – 

<Trustee #1>, of the City of <*>, in the Province of <*>, <Trustee 

#2>, of the City of <*>, in the Province of <*>, and <Trustee #3>, 

of the City of <*>, in the Province of <*>, 

(hereinafter called the ―Trustees‖) 

OF THE SECOND PART 

SETTLOR 

Annotation: It is necessary to be aware of the various attribution rules 

contained in the Act when establishing and administering an inter vivos trust as these rules 

will impact on (1) the decision of who should be the Settlor, and who should be the Trustees, 

(2) will affect the powers of the Settlor and Trustees, (3) will influence the selection of the 

income and capital beneficiaries, (4) will influence the scope of their respective interests, and 

(5) will affect the manner in which the trust will be funded. The attribution rules include the 

corporate attribution rule in subsection 74.4 of the Act as well as the personal attribution rules 

contained in subsections 74.2 and 74.3 of the Act, the hidden traps of the special attribution 

rule found in subsection 75(2) and its companion subsection 107(4.1), the deemed interest rule 

contained in subsection 56(4.1) of the Act and subsection 56(2). 

Attribution Rules 

Subsection 74.3(1) of the Act provides that where an individual has transferred 

or loaned property to a trust in which another individual who is at any time a designated 

person in respect of the individual, is beneficially interested at any time, then any income or 

loss from the property (or property substituted therefor) or (in the case of a designated person 

who is a spouse or common-law partner of the transferor or lender) any capital gains realised 

from a disposition of the property (or property substituted therefor) which would be included 

in computing the income of the beneficiary, as a result of a distribution from the trust to the 

beneficiary, is attributed to the individual who has transferred or loaned the property to the 

trust. This also applies to property substituted for the original property (248(5)). 
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“Designated person” in respect of an individual means the individual’s spouse 

or common-law partner, his or her minor nieces and nephews, and any minor (under 18 years 

of age) who does not deal at arm’s length with the individual. 

Another attribution rule, subsection 56(4.1), may apply, if an individual loans 

property to a trust and a beneficiary of the trust is an individual who is 18 years of age or 

older who does not deal at arm’s length with the lender if it may reasonably be considered that 

one of the main reasons for the making of the loan was to reduce or avoid tax by causing the 

income from the loaned property (or from property substituted for such loaned property or 

from property that the loan enabled or assisted the trust to acquire) to be included in the 

income of the beneficiary. In such a case any income from the loaned property that would 

otherwise be included in the income of the beneficiary will be attributed to the lender. 

Exceptions 

The attribution rules will not apply to income from business or income on 

income and will not apply to fair market transfers or fair market value loans. With respect to 

fair market loans this means (1) interest was charged on the loan either at the rate that would 

have been agreed on between arm's length parties or at the prescribed rate in effect at the time 

of the loan, and (2) the interest was paid not later than 30 days after the end of each year in 

which the loan remains outstanding (subsection 74.5(2) of the Income Tax Act). 

Guarantees 

Subsection 74.5(7) of the Act is a further attribution rule which provides that if 

an individual guarantees repayment of a loan made by a third party to a specified person with 

respect to an individual, as that term is defined in the Act, the loan by the third party is deemed 

to have been made by the individual. For these purposes, a specified person with respect to an 

individual is a “designated person”, as defined above. It is for this reason that any loan made 

by an arm’s length person to a trust should not be guaranteed by any individual in respect of 

whom a beneficiary is a specified person to the guarantor. 

Avoiding the Attribution Rules 

If one wishes to avoid the attribution rules, the trust should not receive property 

by transfer or loan from a person in respect of whom the beneficiaries are designated persons 

nor should the Settlor or any other person in respect of whom any of the beneficiaries are 

designated persons guarantee any loans from arm’s length third parties.  (Also see discussion 

below re: subsection 75(2), as it may impact on the identity of the Settlor and his/her ability to 

be a Trustee or a beneficiary.) However, in most cases, certain of the beneficiaries will include 

designated persons in respect of the Settlor or person who transfers property to the Trust. 

Thus, it is important (i) that the settled amount consist of an asset such as a coin, which will 

not generate income or capital; (ii) that the settled amount not be liquidated or used to 

subscribe for income producing assets such as common shares on an estate freeze; and 

(iii) that any funds used to acquire property that will produce income or capital gains be 

acquired with funds borrowed from a third party (financial institution) and that the borrowing 

is not guaranteed by any person in respect of whom any beneficiary is a designated person. 
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Preferred Beneficiary Election 

The concept of the preferred beneficiary election (PBE) was introduced in the 

1971 tax reform legislation which brought in capital gains taxation. Prior to tax reform, 

income of a trust could only be taxed in the hands of a beneficiary if it was paid or payable to 

that beneficiary in a taxation year. Tax reform legislation added the concept that income 

which was the subject of election by preferred beneficiaries would also be deductible. 

The preferred beneficiary election is a mechanism which allows the 

accumulating income of a trust to be taxed in the hands of the beneficiaries without the 

income being distributed to the beneficiary. The use of the preferred beneficiary election has 

the advantage of being able to have the income taxed in the hands of beneficiaries who are 

generally in lower tax brackets, while permitting the trustees to retain control over the income. 

Additional flexibility is achieved as the tax paid income which remains in the trust is added to 

capital and, in the case of a discretionary trust, can be distributed among capital beneficiaries 

not necessarily those who participate in the election. While the preferred beneficiary election 

is available to both inter vivos and testamentary trusts, it is more attractive for inter vivos 

trusts since income accumulating in such trusts would be taxed at the top marginal rates (as 

opposed to the graduated rates of tax which are applicable to testamentary trusts). 

The February, 1995 Budget severely restricted the use of the election and it is 

now only available to trusts with a preferred beneficiary who suffers from significant 

disabilities, i.e., those who qualify for the tax credit under subsection 118.3(1)).  A preferred 

beneficiary as defined in subsection 108(1), must be an individual resident in Canada who is a 

beneficiary and who is the Settlor, the spouse or former spouse of the Settlor, a child, 

grandchild or great grandchild of the Settlor or a spouse of any such person. The new rules 

clarify that, with respect to residence in Canada, the preferred beneficiary must be resident in 

Canada at the end of the taxation year. If there are beneficiaries who qualify and if it is 

desired to have the preferred beneficiary election available, in determining the identity of the 

Settlor, attention must be paid to his/her relationship to the beneficiaries. 

TRUSTEES 

Annotation: The factors to consider in selecting the Trustees include the 

residence of the Trustees and the attribution rules found in subsections 75(2) and 107(4.1). 

(a) Residence of a Trust 

The Act does not provide any rules for determining the residence of a trust for 

tax purposes.  The residence of a trust or an estate is a question of fact.  For years the case of 

Thibodeau Family Trust v. The Queen (Thibodeau)  has been cited as the judicial authority 

for the residence of a trust being determined by the residence of a majority of the trustees. The 

court in Thibodeau apparently rejected the central management and control test for 

determining residence of trusts when  it stated:  

The judicial formula for this respecting a corporation, in my 

view, cannot apply to trustees because trustees cannot delegate 
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any of their authority to co-trustees.  A trustee cannot adopt a 

“policy of masterly inactivity” as commented upon in Underhill 

on the Law of Trusts and Trustees, 12th Edition, page 284; and 

on the evidence, none of the trustees did adopt such a policy.  

Therefore, it is not possible for a trust to have a dual residence 

for income tax purposes, and therefore it is not possible to find 

that part of the paramount of “superior and directing authority” 

of a Trust is and was in two places.  In any event, a finding of 

dual residence of this Trust is not made in this case 

Interpretation Bulletin IT-447 entitled “Residence of a Trust or Estate” also 

provides in part, that a trust is generally considered resident where the trustee who manages 

the trust or controls the trust resides.   

The question of the residence of a trust has recently been considered in the case 

of Garron Family Trust v. Her Majesty the Queen (“Garron”)
2
. 

At issue was the residence of two trusts created during the reorganization of a Canadian 

resident corporation whereby the common shares of a Canadian resident corporation were 

converted into preference shares and common shares were issued to two new Canadian 

holding companies. The common shares of these holding companies were then issued to two 

trusts settled by a resident of St. Vincent Islands. The sole trustee was a regulated trust 

company resident in  Barbados.  Each trust had a protector resident in St. Vincent who could 

remove and replace the trustee at any time, provided that the protector could be replaced by a 

majority of the beneficiaries who were Canadian residents. When the trusts disposed of the 

majority of their shares in the holding companies there were realized capital gains of over 

$450,000,000.00. 

Amounts were withheld and remitted to the CRA pursuant to section 116 of the ITA and the 

trusts sought a return of the amounts on the basis of an exemption from Canadian tax liability 

under Article XIV(4) the Canada-Barbados Tax Treaty.  Pursuant to the treaty, subject to 

certain exceptions, capital gains may only be taxed in the jurisdiction in which the taxpayer is 

resident.  Reassessments of the trusts were issued on the basis that the treaty exemption did not 

apply. 

The Minister of National Revenue argued that the trusts were resident in Canada under the 

central management and control test, that the Barbados trustee was “compliant” and that the 

actual management and control resided with persons in Canada.  The Appellants argued that 

the trust was not resident in Canada under the Thibodeau test of residency and that the 

central management and control test was not applicable. 

Justice Woods ruled that the correct test to be applied in determining the residence of a trust 

for Canadian income tax purposes was where central management and control actually 

abides.  Adoption of this test to the question of trust residence promotes consistency and 

fairness. Justice Woods limited Thibodeau’s rejection of the management and control test to 

                                                 
2
 2009 DTC 1297 (T.C.C) 
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its particular facts and to its assumption that the management and control of a trust must 

reside with the trustee because the trustee has a fiduciary obligation to manage and control 

the trust.  According to the Garron decision, this assumption is inappropriate because it 

assumes that trustees always comply with their fiduciary obligations. 

In a trust context, management and control of a trust resides with the person who makes the 

“key decisions” for the trust.  Justice Woods found that the management and control of the 

trusts resided with the Canadian beneficiaries and not the Bermuda trustee because:  

(a) The trustee was selected to provide administrative services.   

(b) There was no evidence to suggest the trustee was expected to have decision making 

responsibility.   

(c) The evidence suggested the trustee had limited role.   

(d) The limited role of the trustee was enforceable through protector provisions – i.e., the 

protector could replace the trustee and the Canadian beneficiaries could replace the protector. 

Justice Woods concluded that had the Trusts not been resident in Canada by reason of the 

central management and control test, but deemed resident pursuant to s.94 of the Act, this 

deeming would not result in the trusts being “resident” for treaty purposes.  Justice Woods 

also concluded that the transactions did not constitute an abuse or misuse of the Treaty and 

the GAAR did not apply.  

The decision indicates that the residence of trustees will no longer automatically determine the 

residence of a trust.  Evidence of management and control of a trust will be necessary in order 

to determine residency on a going forward basis.  Proper documentation of decision making 

and activities of trustee will become increasingly more important. 

It would also be important that the Settlor of the trust or a person other than the 

Trustees does not control the decisions of the Trustees nor exercise dominion over the trust 

assets.  The same is true with respect to the trust beneficiaries.  The Trustees should not be 

seen to be the agents of the beneficiaries.  No one should have veto powers or a power of 

appointment over the assets if it is important to establish the residence of a trust in a particular 

jurisdiction.  This is especially important in inter-provincial tax planning, as discussed below. 

It should be noted that a trust’s residence may change if a trustee is replaced or 

a trustee changes his or her personal residence status. A change of trustee’s residence status 

for Canadian tax purposes could cause a deemed disposition of trust property. 

(b) Subsection 75(2) Attribution 

An important attribution rule which requires consideration in the context of the 

selection of the Settlor and the Trustees is the rule in subsection 75(2) of the Act. 

Subsection 75(2) is an attribution rule which applies in circumstances where a person 

exercises a certain measure of control over the property transferred to a trust or retains a 

certain type of interest. 
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Subsection 75(2) will apply where property of a trust is held on any of the 

following conditions: (i) that the property may revert to the person from whom the property 

was received; or (ii) pass to persons to be determined by such person at a time subsequent to 

the creation of the trust; or (iii) that, during the existence of such person, the property shall 

not be disposed of except with the consent of that person. It would appear that this section 

applies even if property is transferred to the trust at fair market value. 

If the section applies, then any income or loss, capital gains or losses from the 

property will be attributed to the person from whom the property or substituted property was 

received while such person is resident in Canada. It should be noted that while the literature 

on this section often refers to these powers in relation to the Settlor, the section applies to any 

transfer of property to a trust by any person. 

The terms of subsection 75(2) are not precise and the limits of the provision are 

far from certain. There has been little, if any, jurisprudence which would assist in interpreting 

the provisions of the section. The most often asked questions with respect to subsection 75(2) 

relate to: (i) what is a “condition” that creates a reversion; and (ii) what constitutes a 

“determination”, “consent” or “direction” by the Settlor or transferor. 

(i) Reversion 

With respect to what constitutes a reversion of property for purposes of 

subsection 75(2), the provision will presumably cover revocable trusts notwithstanding “that 

the term “revert” is normally used to refer to a property interest rather than to a revocation 

under a reserved power”. 

Where the trust indenture contains a provision that would allow the Settlor or 

other person who contributed property to a trust to reacquire the property, (as for example if 

the Settlor was a potential capital beneficiary), even if the ability to reacquire the property 

were remote, subsection 75(2) would apply. Where, however, the contributor could reacquire 

the property by operation of law, such as the total failure of the trust for lack of beneficiaries, 

subsection 75(2) would not apply. Accordingly, a contributor of property to the trust, whether 

as Settlor or otherwise, should not be a capital beneficiary. If a Settlor/contributor is an 

income beneficiary, subsection 75(2) does not appear to have application. 

It is clear, therefore, that if it is desirable to avoid the application of 

subsection 75(2), the trust should be irrevocable and under no circumstances should it be 

possible for the property to revert to the Settlor/contributor other than by operation of law on 

the failure of the trust. 

It appears that subsection 75(2) will not apply where property is loaned to a 

trust since, in these circumstances, the transfer of property back to the person from whom it 

was received would not be a reversion of the property pursuant to the terms of the trust. CRA 

has indicated, however, that the loan must be a genuine loan made to a trust outside and 

independent of the terms of the trusts. 
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(ii) “Determination”, “Consent”, “Direction” 

At first it was considered that an individual who may have contributed property 

in a personal capacity took on a different role as a trustee. To be on the safe side it was 

suggested that there be more than one trustee, although initially there did not appear to be a 

technical reason to do so. CRA over the past few years has expressed the position that a 

contributor of property to a trust should not act as a trustee who has sole or veto power as a 

trustee. In a number of technical interpretations, CRA has stated that subsection 75(2) will 

apply on a contribution of property to a trust in the following circumstances: 

(a) if the contributor is the sole trustee; 

(b) if the contributor is one of two trustees; 

(c) even if the contributor is one of three or more trustees: 

(i) if the trust indenture provides for the unanimous consent of the 

trustees to make decisions; 

(ii) and even if the trust provides for decision-making by majority 

vote, if the contributor must form part of the majority or if in fact at any 

time there are only two trustees. 

One concession that has been made is found in Tax Window File #9213965, 

dated August 11, 1992 which provides as follows: 

“When the person from whom the property was received by the trust cannot 

determine the identity of the beneficiaries but can only determine the quantum 

of the trust property to be distributed to the beneficiaries which have already 

been identified by the trust documents, we are of the opinion that 

subparagraph 75(2)(a)(ii) and paragraph 75(2)(b) of the Act may not be 

applicable. 

However, if the possibility to determine the quantum of the trust property is 

such that it results in the possibility to determine the beneficiaries to whom the 

property will pass, it is our view that subparagraph 75(2)(a)(i) and 

paragraph 75(2)(b) of the Act could apply. This situation may occur, among 

others, if the Settlor retains the possibility to identify which property can be 

distributed to a beneficiary or if he retains the possibility to fix the quantum (for 

example, in allocating nothing to a beneficiary) so that he has retained the 

possibility to identify the beneficiary.” 

Two Technical Interpretations [#2000-0042505, April 30, 2001; #2001-0067955, 

January 3, 2002] provide greater comfort.  In these technical interpretation, CRA considered 

the application of subsection 75(2) to an irrevocable discretionary trust that originally had 

three trustees, one of whom was the Settlor. The terms of each of the trusts provided that, 

among other things, each of the Settlor’s children were to be the beneficiaries of their 

respective trusts and that the decisions of the trustees were to be made unanimously. CRA 
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opined that where the beneficiaries under a trust are named in the trust indenture and cannot 

be modified (i.e., the person from whom the property was received by the trust cannot select 

additional beneficiaries after the creation of the trust), subparagraph 75(2)(a)(ii) is generally 

not considered applicable. This is true even though the person from whom the property was 

transferred to the trust may be able to determine the amount of the trust property that is to be 

distributed to beneficiaries already identified in the trust documents.  

With respect to paragraph 75(2)(b), it was the view of CRA that the condition in 

paragraph 75(2)(b) might not be met in respect of property which is contributed to the trust by 

a person who is one of two or more co-trustees acting in a fiduciary capacity in administering 

the trust property where the property is subject to standard terms ordinarily found in trust 

indentures and there are no specific terms outlining how the trust property is to be dealt with. 

In informal discussions with CRA, it was noted that in a situation involving a 

single trustee, CRA would likely continue to apply subsection 75(2). 

In order to avoid the application of subsection 75(2), if the Settlor or other 

contributor to the trust is to be a trustee, he or she should be capable of being outvoted on 

every issue relating not only to the determination of which beneficiary will benefit and to what 

extent but also administrative decisions dealing with the disposition of trust property 

(including investment decisions).  The easiest way to ensure that this happens is to require a 

minimum of three trustees at all times with decision-making by majority.  [see paragraph 13.4 

of this Deed]  The trust indenture should not provide that the Settlor/contributor must form 

part of the majority and should provide that, if at any time there are two trustees of whom the 

Settlor/contributor is one, the trustees are constrained from making all decisions until a third 

trustee is appointed. Similarly, the Settlor or transferor should not be given any right to veto 

distributions to beneficiaries. 

An even more disconcerting administrative position was advanced by CRA with 

respect to appointment and removal of trustees (Tax Window file #9514275 (August 21, 1995); 

file #9213965 (August 11, 1992); and file #9717815 (November 19, 1992)) In the opinion of 

CRA, where “the settlor/trustee has the power to appoint, remove or replace any trustee”, “it is 

a question of fact whether the property held by the trust could only be disposed of with the 

consent of the settlor/trustee”. Thus, where a Settlor/contributor also desires to have the power 

to remove, appoint or replace any Trustee, one must compare the risk of subsection 75(2) 

applying against the benefit of conferring such a power on the Settlor.  [see paragraphs 13.1 

and 13.3 of this Deed] 

(c) Subsection 107(4.1) 

In many cases, it may be considered that subsection 75(2) will not have 

application as the only property which is contributed to the trust is the settled amount, (such as 

a coin) which will not generate income. For example, an inter vivos trust is often used in an 

estate freeze where common shares are acquired by the trust. In order to avoid the application 

of other attribution rules, the trust will acquire the common shares with funds borrowed from 

an arm’s length third party, usually a financial institution and the loan will not be guaranteed. 

Even though the application of subsection 75(2) in such a situation is not significant, as the 
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settled amount is generally of little value, the greater concern is the possible application of 

section 107(4.1). 

Generally, a distribution of capital out of a trust to a capital beneficiary 

(resident in Canada) in satisfaction of that beneficiary’s capital interest is effected on a tax-

deferred rollover basis. Subsection 107(2) of the Act provides that where any property of a 

personal trust has been distributed by the trust to a beneficiary in satisfaction of all or any part 

of the beneficiary’s capital interest in the trust, the trust will be deemed to have disposed of the 

property for proceeds of disposition equal to the cost amount of the property to the trust. As a 

result, the trust will not realise any income or capital gain on the distribution of the property. 

There are several important situations in which property cannot be distributed 

by a personal trust to a beneficiary in satisfaction of the beneficiary’s capital interest in the 

trust on a rollover basis. One relates to the interaction of subsection 75(2) and 

subsection 107(4.1). 

Subsection 107(4.1) provides that where subsection 75(2) applies at any time to 

any particular property of a trust, then the trust will not be able to distribute any property of 

the trust on a tax-deferred basis to any beneficiary other than the person from whom the 

property or property substituted therefor was received (or the spouse or former spouse of that 

person) during the lifetime of that person. Instead, the trust will be deemed to have disposed of 

the property and received proceeds of disposition equal to the fair market value of such 

property and the beneficiary will be deemed to have acquired the property at a cost equal to its 

fair market value. Subsection 107(4.1) appears to apply in respect of the distribution of any 

property of a trust and is not limited to the property over which a person has the control 

described in subsection 75(2). Accordingly, the section could lead to very harsh results. For 

example, if a Settlor contributed $100 to a trust and reserved one or more of the powers 

described in subsection 75(2) or subsection 75(2) otherwise applied because the Settlor was a 

trustee in circumstances described above, even if the balance of the assets of the trust were 

contributed by others or acquired with borrowed funds, section 107(4.1) would potentially 

apply to the distribution of every asset of the trust. 

This point was further illustrated in a recent CRA Comfort Letter.3 However, in 

the letter, the CRA determined that subsection 107(4.1) is inappropriately broad in its effect on 

distributions from a trust, specifically when the trust was created before the introduction of 

subsection 107(4.1) into the Act.  In the letter, concern was expressed regarding the 

application of subsection 107(4.1) to an inter vivos trust settled in 1986 through the gift of a 

gold coin (with nominal value).  The terms of the trust stated that decisions of the trust were to 

be determined by a majority of the trustees, including the settlor of the trust.  Due to the fact 

that subsection 75(2) therefore applied to attribute any income earned on the gold coin to the 

settlor, subsection 107(4.1) also applied to distributions of property from the trust.  However, 

due to its terms, subsection 107(4.1) applied not only to the gold coin (as is the case with 

subsection 75(2)), but to all of the properties of the trust distributed to beneficiaries.  Given 

that the trust was established prior to 1989 (the year in which distributions of the trust were 

first subject to subsection 107(4.1)) the CRA indicated that it was prepared to recommend to 

                                                 
3
  Comfort Letter—―Subsection 107(4.1)—Trust Distribution‖, October 19, 2007. 
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the Minister of Finance that subparagraph 107(4.1)(b)(ii) be amended so as not to apply in 

determining whether subsectuon 107(2.1) applies in respect of a trust distribution which 

occurs after 2001 and before 2009 where: 

(a) the distribution is of property to which subsection 75(2) had not applied 

at any time while the property was held by any of the trusts referred to in 

subparagraph 107(4.1)(b)(ii); 

(b) one of the trusts referred to in subparagraph 107(4.1)(b)(ii), 

(i) was created before 1989, and 

(ii) held, at a time before 1989, particular property that was, at that 

time, subject to subsection 75(2); and 

(c) none of the trusts referred to in subparagraph 107(4.1)(b)(ii) held any 

property (other than the particular property) that was subject to 

subsection 75(2). 

The interplay between subsections 75(2) and 107(4.1) makes it imperative that 

these sections be considered when establishing a trust, and in particular, when determining 

the identity of the Settlor, the identity of the Trustees, the identity of the income and capital 

beneficiaries, and the manner in which decisions are to be made by the Trustees. 

It is also important to consider the possible application of these sections 

whenever a decision is made to effect an in specie distribution of assets to a beneficiary in 

satisfaction of the beneficiary’s capital interest such as, for example, where an in specie 

distribution is being considered to avoid the application of the 21-year deemed disposition rule.  

In all cases where an in specie distribution is contemplated, it will be imperative to review the 

history of the trust, the identity of the trustees vis a vis the beneficiaries and the property 

contributed to the trust and the terms of the trust with respect to how trustees make decisions 

to satisfy oneself that subsection 75(2) never applied. 

1. STATEMENT OF INTENTION 

1.1 Settlor’s Intention.  The Settlor hereby expresses his/her intention to establish an 

irrevocable trust for the benefit of the Beneficiaries (as hereinafter defined), upon the terms and 

conditions as hereinafter set forth. 

1.2 Trustees’ Agreement.  The Trustees agree to stand seized and possessed of the 

Trust Fund, as hereinafter defined, upon the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth. 

2. ESTABLISHMENT OF TRUST 

Annotation: It is important to recall that in order for a trust to come into 

existence, it must satisfy the three certainties.  Thus it must be clear that there is an intention 

to create a trust, that property be transferred to the Trustees and that the subject matter and 

the objects of the trust are described with sufficient certainty. There must be evidence that the 
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Settlor (i) understands the terms of the trust; (ii) instructs the person preparing the trust with 

respect to the establishment of the trust; and (iii) provides the settlement amount. Cf. 

Kingsdale Securities Co. v. MNR [1974] 2 F.L. 760 (1975) C.T.C 14, 74 DTC 6674 (CA), as an 

example of a plan that went awry because of inattention to the three certainties. See also 

recent case of Antle v. MNR (2009) T.C.C. 

2.1 Statement of Intention.  The Settlor hereby expresses [his/her] intention to 

establish an irrevocable trust for the benefit of the Beneficiaries, as defined in Article 3 of this 

Deed of Settlement, upon the terms and conditions as hereinafter in this Deed of Settlement set 

forth, by hereby transferring to the Trustees a Canadian silver dollar coin, which together with 

any other additional or further sums which may be received by the Trustees from time to time 

and any accretions or additions thereto, shall constitute a trust fund (hereinafter called the ―Trust 

Fund‖). 

Annotation:  See above discussion regarding the settlement of the Trust with a 

coin to avoid the application of the attribution rules. 

2.2 Name of Trust.  The Trust Fund hereby established by this Deed of Settlement 

shall be known as ―THE <*> FAMILY TRUST‖. 

Annotation: The Trust is not a legal entity. It is a relationship which arises 

when a person or persons (the “Trustees”) holds property for the benefit of another or others 

(the cestui que trust or beneficiaries). The Trustees effect all acts in their capacity as Trustees 

and subject to the terms of the Trust instrument. However, it is common to give the trust a 

name for ease of reference. 

2.3 Acknowledgement of Receipt.  The Trustees acknowledge receipt from the 

Settlor of a Canadian silver dollar coin (hereinafter referred to as the ―Settled Amount‖). 

2.4 Additional Contributions.  If the Trustees so consent, any person (whether in his 

or her personal capacity or in his or her capacity as a Trustee), firm, association, syndicate, 

company or corporation, may from time to time during the currency of this instrument, convey, 

transfer or assign by deed, will, or testamentary or inter vivos trust, or in any other manner, any 

real, personal or mixed property to the Trustees to become part of the Trust Fund, and such 

additional property so conveyed, transferred or assigned shall become and be subject to the terms 

and conditions herein set forth to the same extent and effect as if originally included in the Trust 

Fund. 

Annotation: To avoid subsection 75(2) you may wish to include language to 

direct future readers to preclude distributions from certain persons.. 

2.5 Trust Accretions.  The Trust Fund shall include all property of any kind 

whatsoever acquired by the Trustees, whether such property originated as a settlement, gift or 

accretion to the Trust Fund or property substituted therefor, or such property originated as a 

borrowing by the Trustees from any person, including property substituted therefor or any 

accretion thereto. 
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3. DEFINED TERMS 

Definitions.  For the purposes of this Deed of Settlement, the following terms 

have the following meanings: 

3.1 ―Accumulation Period‖ means the maximum period of time permitted by the 

laws of the province of Ontario for the accumulation of income. 

Annotation:  The Accumulations Act provides that the maximum period for the 

accumulation of income from the assets of a trust is 21 years.  Therefore, if the 

Trust is to continue for longer than this you must ensure that when drafting the 

income provisions after 21 years all of the income is distributed.  In the context 

of a discretionary trust this may require a default provision as to what is to 

happen to undistributed income both during the accumulation period and 

thereafter. 

3.2 ―Adult Beneficiaries‖ means at any time, two or more of the individual 

Beneficiaries, as hereinafter defined, who have at such time attained the age of eighteen (18) 

years, and ―Adult Beneficiary‖ means at any time any one of the individual Beneficiaries, who 

have at such time attained the age of eighteen (18) years. 

3.3 ―Beneficiaries‖ means collectively all of: 

(i) <*>; 

(ii) the Spouse or Surviving Spouse of <*>, as hereinafter defined; 

(iii) <*>, being all of the children of <*> living at the date of this Deed of 

Settlement; 

(iv) all of the children of <*> born at any time after the date of this Deed of 

Settlement; 

(v) all of the issue of the children of <*> born at any time before or after the 

date of this Deed of Settlement; 

(vi) a trust, established for the benefit of any one or more or all of the 

Beneficiaries; and 

(vii) any other Taxable Canadian Corporation in which any one of the 

Beneficiaries, either alone or together with: 

(A) any one or more of the other Beneficiaries; or 

(B) any one or more other persons related to such Beneficiary 

has a direct or indirect controlling interest.  For purposes of the foregoing: 
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(A) a person shall be considered to be ―related to‖ another person if 

those persons are ―related persons‖ within the meaning of the 

Income Tax Act; 

(B) ―controlling interest‖ means an interest that gives to the holder or 

holders thereof de jure control of the corporation within the 

meaning of the Income Tax Act; 

Annotation: 

1. As discussed earlier, the beneficiaries should be described with sufficient 

precision that the Trustees and if necessary a court can determine whether a 

particular person is intended to be in the class of beneficiaries. If there are to be 

different income beneficiaries and capital beneficiaries this should be clearly 

set out in the Trust. 

2. In determining the beneficiaries of the Trust, it is necessary to consider 

the possible application of the attribution rules and in particular 

subsection 75(2). For example, as noted above, to avoid the application of 

subsection 75(2) or its companion subsection 107(4.1) it is important that 

neither the Settlor nor another person who has transferred or lent property to 

the Trust be a capital beneficiary of the Trust. Such person can, however, be an 

income beneficiary. 

3. In addition, in another Technical Interpretation
4
 which dealt with 

subsection 75(2) in the context of “common disaster” or “fall back” clauses, the 

CRA was asked to comment on the application of subsection 75(2) in four 

scenarios: two which contemplated that in the event of there being no 

identifiable beneficiaries of a trust the trust assets were to be distributed in 

accordance with the terms of the Settlor’s spouse’s will; and the other two 

which contemplated that in the event of there being no identifiable beneficiaries 

of a trust the trust assets were to be distributed in accordance with the Settlor’s 

will.  The CRA applied section 75(2) in all four scenarios on the basis that the 

property could revert back to the Settlor (with respect to distributions in 

accordance with the terms of the Settlor’s spouse’s will).  With respect to 

distributions made in accordance with the terms of the Settlor’s will, the CRA 

indicated that it would apply subparagraph 75(2)(a)(ii) on the basis that by 

retaining this power the Settlor had effectively retained a general power to 

determine to whom the property would pass after the creation of the trust.  

However, in a later commentary5, in commenting again on scenarios 1 and 2, 

CRA noted that it had reconsidered its position and indicated that ss. 75(2) 

would not apply because if the property devolved back to the transferor spouse it 

would do so as a result of the terms of a will and not the terms of the trust as 

required by ss. 75(2). 

                                                 
4
  #2002-0116535, February 19, 2002. 

5
  #2002-0139205 (July 22, 2002). 
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4. It was noted earlier that generally property distributed in specie to a 

beneficiary in satisfaction of such beneficiary’s capital interest in the trust can 

be effected on a rollover basis. One exception is if certain property is 

transferred to a non-resident beneficiary (see 107(5)). Consideration should be 

given to including trusts and corporations as possible beneficiaries to 

contemplate the possibility that a beneficiary is or may become non-resident of 

Canada at a time when the Trustees propose to make distributions. 

3.4 ―Date of Final Division‖ means the date (the ―Perpetuity Date‖) that is twenty-

one years following the date of the death of the last to die of [the Settlor or any other relevant 

person] and all of the issue of [the Settlor or any other relevant person] who are alive on the 

date of execution of this Deed of Settlement; provided that notwithstanding the provisions of this 

Paragraph, if the Trustees in their absolute discretion determine to terminate The <*>Trust and 

distribute the Trust Fund prior to the Perpetuity Date, the date which is so selected by the 

Trustees shall be the Date of Final Division.  For greater certainty and without limiting the 

generality of the foregoing, the Trustees may, in their absolute discretion, exercise their authority 

to terminate The <*>Trust prior to the Perpetuity Date to avoid the deemed disposition of the 

Trust Fund pursuant to the provisions of subsection 104(4) of the Income Tax Act or any similar 

or successor section.   

Annotation: The Trust property must vest within the perpetuity period which in 

Ontario is 21 years from the death of the last relevant life in being.  When 

determining the Date of Final Division be aware of the application of the 21-

year deemed disposition provision in subsection 104(4). 

3.5 ―declared incompetent‖ in reference to any person, means  

(a) that a court of competent jurisdiction has declared that person to be incapable of 

managing property and has therefore appointed a committee, tutor, guardian or 

other custodian to manage the property of such person; or  

(b) that the Trustees have obtained certificates from two (2) physicians licensed to 

practice medicine in the Province of Ontario, declaring the person to be incapable 

of managing property.   

The acceptance by a person of his or her appointment as a Trustee hereunder shall 

be presumed to be acceptance by him or her of any disclosure by his or her 

physicians and other medical professionals of his or her medical information for 

the purpose of determining his or her capacity for acting or continuing to act as a 

Trustee hereunder.  

3.6 ―Personal Representative or Representatives‖ of a person means: 

(a) the executor and trustee or executors and trustees duly appointed by that person’s 

last will and testament;  

(b) the administrator or administrators of that person’s estate duly appointed by a 

court of competent jurisdiction;   
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(c) if a person is declared incapable, shall include a committee, tutor, guardian, or 

other custodian appointed to manage the person and/or property of such person by 

a court of competent jurisdiction; or  

(d) if the Trustees have obtained certificates from two (2) physicians licensed to 

practice medicine in the Province of Ontario declaring the person to be incapable 

of managing property, shall mean an attorney appointed pursuant to a continuing 

or enduring power of attorney or such other document of similar effect. 

3.7 ―Income Tax Act‖ means the Income Tax Act, R.S.C. 1985, 5
th

 Supplement c.1, 

as amended from time to time. 

3.8 ―Relationships‖: Any reference in this Deed of Settlement to a person in terms of 

a relationship to another person determined by blood or marriage shall not include a person born 

outside marriage nor shall it include a person who comes within the description by tracing 

through another person who has been born outside marriage, provided that: 

(a) any person who has been legally adopted shall be regarded as having been born 

inside marriage to his or her adopting parents, 

(b) any person who is born outside marriage and whose natural parents subsequently 

marry shall be regarded as having been born inside marriage to his or her natural 

parents, and 

(c) any person who is born outside marriage and who, in the opinion of the Trustees 

has had for some period during his or her lifetime a normal relationship of child 

and parent with one of his or her natural parents, shall be regarded as having been 

born inside marriage to such parent. 

Annotation: This clause includes certain children born outside of wedlock. This 

should be discussed with a client to determine if this respects his/her wishes. 

You should also discuss with client whether children born out of wedlock 

should be included as personal beneficiaries. 

3.9 ―Spouse‖ includes, in addition to a legally married spouse who is living with <*>, 

at a relevant time, the person who is cohabiting with <*> in a conjugal relationship and has 

continuously so cohabited with <*> throughout the two year period immediately before that 

time.  Annotation:  Additional parameters may be included such as the surviving spouse’s 

rights ceasing on remarriage or cohabitation. 

3.10 ―Surviving Spouse‖ means that person who shall have been the Spouse of <*>, at 

the time of death of <*>. 

Annotation: These definitions should be reviewed to ensure they reflect the 

wishes of the client. 

3.11 ―Trust‖ means the trust established by this Deed of Settlement. 
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3.12 ―Trustee Act‖ means the Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. T.23, as amended from 

time to time. 

3.13 ―Trustees‖ initially means the original Trustees and at any other time means the 

persons holding office as trustees or trustees of this Settlement at such time.  Any reference in 

this Deed of Settlement to Trustees in the plural form shall include the singular form where the 

context so requires. 

3.14 Index and Headings.  The division of this Deed of Settlement into articles, 

paragraphs and subparagraphs and the insertion of headings are for convenience of reference 

only and are not intended to assist in the construction or interpretation of any of the provisions of 

this Settlement. 

4. DISTRIBUTIONS OUT OF THE TRUST FUND 

4.1 Distributions of Income.  Until the Date of Final Division the Trustees may pay 

and apply the whole or any part of the annual net income derived from the Trust Fund to or for 

the benefit of any one or more of the Beneficiaries from time to time living and to the exclusion 

of any one or more of them, in such manner and in such proportions and under such terms, trusts 

and conditions as the Trustees in the exercise of an absolute discretion determine. Any annual net 

income which is not paid or applied in any year shall be accumulated and added to the capital of 

the Trust Fund at the end of each such year and dealt with as part thereof. If after the expiration 

of the Accumulation Period the Trustees continue to hold the Trust Fund, the Trustees shall pay 

and apply all of the annual net income to or for the benefit of any one or more of the 

Beneficiaries and to the exclusion of any one or more of them as the Trustees shall from time to 

time in their absolute discretion determine.  In the event the Trustees fail to exercise their 

discretion as to the distribution of the annual net income within thirty (30) days of the end of a 

year, such amount as is not distributed in such year shall be paid to the Spouse or Surviving 

Spouse if then alive and, if not then alive, shall be divided among the Settlor’s issue in equal 

shares per stripes. 

Annotation: Consider the duty to maintain an “even hand” and whether the 

Trustees should prefer one beneficiary or a group of beneficiaries over another or others.  

4.2 Distributions of Capital.  At any time or times prior to the Date of Final 

Division, the Trustees may, in the exercise of an absolute discretion pay or transfer all or any 

part of the capital of the Trust Fund to one or more of the Beneficiaries to the exclusion of any 

one or more of them in such manner and in such proportion and upon such terms and conditions 

as the Trustees in the exercise of an absolute discretion decide.  [See annotation above re the 

even hand duty.] 

Annotation: 

1. Attribution In Respect Of Property Transferred To A Corporation 

Any time a taxpayer transfers or loans property to a corporation, there is a 

potential that the attribution rule in subsection 74.4(2) may apply and require the taxpayer to 

include in income, as interest, an amount equal to an annual percentage of the value of the 
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property so loaned or transferred. This subsection applies to loans and transfers made by an 

individual to a corporation if one of the main purposes of the loan or transfer may reasonably 

be considered to reduce the income of the individual and to benefit, either directly or 

indirectly, a designated person. This section will apply so long as: 

(a) the transferor is resident in Canada; 

(b) the corporation is not a small business corporation; and 

(c) the designated person is a specified shareholder of the corporation. 

A small business corporation is any Canadian-controlled private corporation all 

or substantially all of the fair market value of the assets of which are attributable to assets that 

are either assets used principally in an active business carried on primarily in Canada by the 

corporation or a corporation related to it or shares or debt instruments of other “connected” 

small business corporations. For the purposes of the corporate attribution rules, a specified 

shareholder of a corporation is, generally, a person who holds at least ten percent of the 

shares of any class of the corporation or a related corporation (other than a small business 

corporation). Where the person is a beneficiary of a trust, the person is deemed to own that 

proportion of the shares of the corporation owned by the trust that the fair market value of the 

person’s interest in the trust is of the total fair market value of all interests in the trust. Where 

a beneficiary’s share of the income or capital of the trust is dependent upon the exercise of a 

discretionary power, the beneficiary is deemed to own each share of the corporation which is 

owned by the trust. Accordingly, any time shares of a corporation which is not a small 

business corporation are owned or acquired by a trust, care must be exercised in order to 

ensure that the corporate attribution rules do not apply to attribute income to any person who 

has transferred property to the corporation. 

This rule must be considered any time an estate freeze is contemplated whether 

by way of section 85, section 86 or section 51 as in each case there is a transfer of property to a 

corporation. For example, if an individual exchanges shares of a corporation on a tax-

deferred basis under section 86 of the Act and a trust for the individual’s spouse or minor 

children acquires more than 10% of the issued and outstanding shares of any class of the 

corporation, the corporate attribution rules in subsection 74.4(2) may apply. This follows from 

subsection 84(9) which provides that where a shareholder disposes of a share of the 

corporation as a result of the redemption, acquisition or cancellation of the share by the 

corporation, the shareholder is deemed, for the purposes of the Act, to have disposed of the 

share to the corporation. As a result, an exchange of shares pursuant to section 86 is 

considered to be a transfer of property to the corporation which may lead to the application of 

subsection 74.4(2). A similar result will follow if shares of one corporation are transferred to 

another corporation on a section 85 basis in exchange for shares of the second corporation 

and a trust for the transferor’s spouse or minor children subscribes for shares of the second 

corporation. 

If the conditions of subsection 74.4(2) are satisfied, the transferor is deemed to 

have received an amount of interest in the taxation year computed at the prescribed rate on the 

“outstanding amount” of the loaned or transferred property. 
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It should be noted that the requirements for the application of 

subsection 74.4(2) must be satisfied on an annual basis. As a result, the rules will cease to 

apply if and when the original transferor ceases to be a resident of Canada. In addition, 

although the provision does not apply where the corporation is a small business corporation, it 

is not sufficient for the corporation to be a small business corporation at the time of the loan 

or transfer of property. If at any time subsequent to the original loan or transfer the 

corporation fails to meet the requirements of a small business corporation, the rules in 

subsection 74.4(2) may apply to deem the transferor to receive an amount of interest computed 

in accordance with the rules in that subsection. 

There is an important exception to the corporate attribution rules where the 

only interest of the designated person in the corporation is a beneficial interest in a trust 

which owns shares of the corporation, and additional conditions are met (74.4(4)). In order 

for the exception to apply, the terms of the trust must provide that the designated person may 

not receive or otherwise obtain the use of any of the income or capital of the trust while he or 

she is a designated person in respect of the transferor, and the exception only applies if the 

designated person has not received or otherwise obtained the use of any of the income or 

capital of the trust. In addition, the trust must not make any deduction in respect of any 

income that has been paid to such designated person or in respect of any preferred beneficiary 

election made jointly with such designated person. Thus, if the freezor holds shares of a 

corporation which does not at the time of the freeze or may not in the future qualify as a small 

business corporation, in order to invoke the “safe harbour” provisions of 74.4(4), it will be 

necessary in drafting any trust which will acquire the common shares on the freeze, to restrict 

the rights of any beneficiary while he/she a “designated person” in relation to the freezor. It 

should be noted that it would appear that these restrictions would still have to apply even if the 

freezor became non-resident. 

2. Income Splitting, subsection 56(2) and the “Kiddie” Tax 

The “Kiddie tax” was introduced in response to a series of cases involving 

income-splitting arrangements, which were objectionable to the Department of Finance.  

These included dividend sprinkling arrangements and management and technical services 

structures. 

Dividend sprinkling involves the shares of a business being issued to family 

members directly or through a trust or holding company, often as part of a partial or complete 

estate freeze.  The share capital provisions permit the directors to declare dividends to some 

family members (presumably those in lower income brackets) and not others.  The quantum of 

the dividends could be determined by the directors as well.  Thus, discretionary dividends 

could be sprinkled among family members in a tax advantageous manner. 

Management services arrangements were typically utilized where an individual 

was a sole proprietor or a member of a professional partnership.  In these cases, a 

management services corporation was incorporated by family members or a trust in favour of 

them to provide secretarial, administrative and/or technical services to the professional 

partnership.  The corporation could also own the real estate leased to the professional 

partnership. 
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The measures eliminate the tax benefits of such structures by applying a special 

tax at the top marginal rates on certain income of individuals aged 17 or under.  The types of 

income (“split income”) which will be taxed under this provision are: 

(a) taxable dividends and other shareholder benefits on unlisted shares of 

Canadian and foreign companies received directly or indirectly through a trust or partnership. 

(b) Income from a partnership or trust where the income is derived by the 

partnership or trust from the business of providing goods or services to a business carried on 

by a relative of the child or in which the relative participates.   

Thus, almost all dividend income from private corporations received by minors 

is subject to the Kiddie tax. 

Income that is subject to this tax is not eligible for any deductions or credits 

other than the dividend tax credit and foreign tax credit.    Thus the basic personal credit is 

not available. 

To avoid double tax, income that is subject to this new income splitting tax is 

deductible in computing the minor’s taxable income under Part I of the Act.   In addition, 

income subject to the income splitting tax will not be subject to the attribution rules  and it 

would appear that there is no surtax charged (assuming the individual’s tax liability does not 

reach the surtax threshold).  An amendment to subsection 127.5 provides that alternative 

minimum tax (“AMT”) payable will not be less than the tax on split income (and see also 

subsection 120.2(1) which provides that the tax on split income will be excluded from the 

calculation of tax payable from which AMT carryover amount may be claimed). 

To ensure that the tax is collectible, parents are held jointly liable for the tax of 

their children.  This joint liability applies not only if the parent was active in the business from 

which the income that is subject to this tax was derived but also applies to parents who are 

passive shareholders.   Exemptions from this tax are as follows (applicable to certain types of 

individuals and certain types of income): 

(a) income not received as “private” dividend income, partnership income or 

trust income, for example: income from employment or personal services by the minor, 

dividends and shareholder benefits received on any listed shares; 

(b) income from property inherited by the minor from his or her parent (but not, 

it would appear, if inherited from grandparents, aunts and uncles, etc.); 

(c) income on other inherited property in any year during which the minor is in 

full-time attendance at a post-secondary educational institution or is eligible to claim the 

disability tax credit; 

(d) minors who have no parent resident in Canada at any time in the year. 

3. Annotation:  Again, consideration should be given to whether the “even hand” rule 

should be ousted by giving the Trustees the power to prefer one beneficiary over another when 
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making capital encroachments.  The language in the clause should also ensure the Trustees 

can encroach on capital on more than one occasion. 

4.3 Date of Final Division.  On the Date of Final Division, the Trust Fund, or the 

amount thereof then remaining, shall be divided and distributed among such one or more of and 

to the exclusion of any one or more of the Beneficiaries in such manner as the Trustees in the 

exercise of an absolute discretion shall decide. [Alternate wording: The Trustees shall divide 

the Trust Fund among the issue of [<*>] alive on the Date of Final Division in equal shares 

per stirpes or if there is no issue of [X] then living – provide for alternate beneficiaries.] 

Annotation: In drafting the provisions of the distribution of Trust Fund on the 

Date of Final Division, note should be taken of CRA’s position with respect to 

subsection 75(2) in the context of “common disaster” or “fall back” clauses (Technical 

Interpretation Document #2002-0116535, February 19, 2002).  The CRA was asked to 

comment on the application of subsection 75(2) in four scenarios: two of  which contemplated 

that in the event of there being no identifiable beneficiaries of a trust the trust assets were to 

be distributed in accordance with the terms of the Settlor’s spouse’s will; and the other two of 

which contemplated that in the event of there being no identifiable beneficiaries of a trust the 

trust assets were to be distributed in accordance with the Settlor’s will.  

The CRA applied section 75(2) in all four scenarios on the basis that, with 

respect to distributions in accordance with the terms of the Settlor’s spouse’s will, the property 

could revert back to the Settlor. 

With respect to distributions made in accordance with the terms of the Settlor’s 

will, the CRA indicated (in Technical Interpretation 2002 – 0116535 (February 19, 2002) as 

noted above)) that it would apply subparagraph 75(2)(a)(ii) on the basis that by retaining this 

power the Settlor had effectively retained a general power to determine to whom the property 

would pass after the creation of the trust.  However, in Technical Interpretation 2002 – 

0139205 (July 22, 2002), the CRA reversed its position and states as follows: 

"… If, in accordance with the terms of the Trust, the assets of 

the trust are to be distributed to the spouse's estate following the 

spouse's death such that the property transferred initially by the 

taxpayer to the trust could return to the taxpayer, but only as 

property inherited from his spouse, we would not normally 

consider that subsection 75(2) of the Act would be applicable.  In 

other words, the subparagraph 75(2)(a)(i) condition would not be 

considered satisfied from the potential acquisition of the property 

from the spouse's estate in accordance with the terms of the 

spouse's will." 

However, in a later commentary, #2002-0139205 (July 22, 2002), in commenting again on 

scenarios 1 and 2, CRA noted that it had reconsidered its position and indicated that ss. 75(2) 

would not apply because if the property devolved back to the transferor spouse it would do so 

as a result of the terms of a will and not the terms of the trust as required by ss. 75(2). 
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Annotation:  In order to avoid infringing the rule against perpetuities the trust 

property must vest within the perpetuity period which in Ontario is 21 years from the death of 

the last relevant life in being.  In drafting the provisions of the distribution of the trust 

property on its wind-up, note should be taken of CRA’s position with respect to subsection 

75(2) in the context of “common disaster” or “fall back” clauses
6
.  Care should also be taken 

to avoid naming as alternate capital beneficiary the Settlor or other contributor to the trust.  

4.4 Payments to Infant Beneficiaries.  If any Individual Beneficiary entitled under 

the provisions of this Deed of Settlement to receive a share of the income or capital of the Trust 

Fund is under the age of majority, the Trustees shall keep such share of income or capital 

invested and reinvested until such Beneficiary attains the age of majority; provided that the 

Trustees may in the exercise of an absolute discretion pay such income or any part thereof 

together with the whole or any part of the capital thereof to a parent of, or to a person entitled to 

the custody of, such Individual Beneficiary, or to the guardian of the property of such person or 

to any other person standing in loco parentis to such Beneficiary, whose receipt shall be a good 

acquittance to the Trustees or the Trustees may apply the same as they, in the exercise of an 

absolute discretion, think fit to or for the benefit of such Beneficiary or further they may pay any 

part of such income or capital directly to such Beneficiary notwithstanding that he or she is under 

the age of majority if in their discretion they consider it advisable so to do and the de facto 

payment of such income or capital to such Beneficiary shall be a complete release to the Trustees 

and in addition, the Trustees shall have the power to accumulate and add to the capital of such 

Beneficiary’s share any income not so paid out. 

Annotation:  Persons under the age of majority cannot enter into contracts or 

otherwise deal with their own property.  Accordingly, if a beneficiary is to receive property 

while under the age of majority and there is no direction to the Trustees to hold the 

beneficiary’s distribution either in a formal trust or as a bare trustee/nominee, then the 

beneficiary’s distribution is required to be paid into court.  Accordingly, it is prudent to 

include a clause like this as it avoids the cumbersome process of making a payment into court 

(and later out of the court).  It is important to note that since the beneficiary’s distribution is 

fully vested i.e. if they die before age 18 the distribution would be part of the beneficiary’s 

estate, the Trustees are acting in a bare trustee/nominee capacity when “holding” the 

beneficiary’s distribution pursuant to this clause. 

Further, because minors cannot contract, they cannot execute a receipt and 

release for amounts paid to them or on their behalf by the Trustees.  This clause allows the 

Trustees to pay out money they are holding on behalf of minors to other persons and thereby 

obtain a receipt and release from those other persons. 

5. POWER TO RESETTLE IN WHOLE OR IN PART 

5.1 Transfer to Another Trust.  Notwithstanding any of the trusts, powers and 

provisions herein contained, the Trustees may in their absolute discretion from time to time and 

at any time or times, without infringing the rule against perpetuities applicable to this Settlement, 

transfer and convey the whole or any share, portion, part or parts of the Trust Fund save and 

                                                 
6
  See discussion above with respect to Technical Interpretation Document #2002-0116535, February 19, 2002] 
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except any such share, portion, part or parts which shall have indefeasibly vested in possession in 

one or more of the Beneficiaries, to any other trust or settlement whether established under or 

pursuant to the laws of the province of Ontario, any other province of Canada or any other 

jurisdiction whatsoever, to be held by the trustees of such other trust or settlement with and 

subject to the powers and provisions of such other trust or settlement provided that such other 

trust or settlement shall not infringe the rule against perpetuities applicable to this Settlement and 

one or more of the Beneficiaries of this Settlement alive at the date of such transfer and 

conveyance shall be one or more of the Beneficiaries of such other trust or settlement, and upon 

such transfer and conveyancing being made the trusts herein declared concerning the property 

comprised in such transfer and conveyance shall cease and determine and the said property shall 

for all purposes be subject to the trusts, powers and provisions contained in such other trust or 

settlement and be subject to and governed by the law of such other trust or settlement whether or 

not such law shall be the proper law of this Settlement.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, in no 

event shall this power be exercised in such way as to result in any part of the Trust Fund or any 

property substituted therefor being paid or lent to or reverting to the Settlor or any person from 

whom trust property was received in any manner or circumstance whatsoever. 

Annotation: This resettlement provision provides flexibility to allow for the 

Trustees to deal with changing tax laws and changes in the circumstances of the beneficiaries, 

and permits parts or the whole of the Trust Fund to be re-settled for the benefit of one or more 

of the beneficiaries in Canada or elsewhere. 

6. INVESTMENTS 

6.1 Investment Powers – Alternative Clauses 

(A) The investment powers of the Trustees shall be in accord with and 

subject to the provisions of the Trustee Act but for greater certainty 

the Trustees’ scope of investment authority shall extend to 

property of any form in which a prudent investor might invest. The 

Trustees shall be fully exonerated from any liability for any loss 

that may happen to the Trust Fund by reason of any investment 

made by them in good faith.  

OR 

(B) The Trustees shall invest the Trust Fund in any investment or 

investments which the Trustees, in their absolute discretion, deem 

advantageous to the Trust Fund, not being limited to investments 

expressly authorized by law, including advances or loans, with or 

without security, to any person or persons, and in like manner from 

time to time to alter or vary such investments.  When making 

investments, the Trustees shall not be subject to the criteria in 

planning for, or the requirements for diversifying, the investment 

of trust property which are prescribed by law for trustees.  In 

particular, the Trustees may invest in any units, shares or fractional 
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interests in any mutual fund, unit trust or other investment 

corporation, trust or partnership, whether or not: 

(a) such units, shares or fractional interests are widely held or 

are closely held by any one or more of the Trustees, the 

beneficiaries and any other persons, trusts, corporations or 

other legally recognized entities; or 

(b) the purchase of such units, shares or fractional interests 

might otherwise be considered as a delegation of the 

powers conferred upon the Trustees, as involving a 

commingling of all or part of the Trust Fund with the 

property of other persons, estates or trusts or as in any other 

respect a breach of the fiduciary responsibilities of the 

Trustees. 

Annotation: The Trustee Act (Ontario) was amended in 1999 and again in 2001 

to introduce the prudent investor rule and to permit delegation. The focus of the amendments 

is on the portfolio as a whole rather than individual investments. Investment in mutual funds 

and common trust funds are now expressly permitted. 

Trustees must consider seven criteria when making investment decisions.  

These criteria are set out in section 27(5) of the Trustee Act and include the requirement to 

diversify to the extent appropriate to the needs of the trust and general economic and 

investment market conditions (27(6)). Failure to comply with these requirements, including 

those pertaining to use of an investment agent, will leave the trustees without recourse to those 

sections of the Trustee Act providing relief for technical breaches of trust. 

It should be noted, however, that sections 67 and 68 of the Trustee Act provide 

that the terms of a trust instrument can override any provision of the Trustee Act.  If 

adherence to any of the seven criteria is not appropriate, consideration should be given to 

expressly ousting one or more of the criteria.  For example, if diversification is not desirable 

(as for example in the estate freeze situation where it is contemplated that the trust may hold 

one asset for a long period of time), this obligation to do so should be amended and a specific 

direction included to retain certain assets. 

6.2 Rights Incidental to Ownership.  Should any company or corporation in which 

the Trust Fund may hold shares or other interests increase its capital the Trustees are authorised 

to subscribe for and take up the proportion of such increased capital to which as holders of shares 

or other interests in such company or corporation they may be entitled and to pay for the same 

out of the moneys of the Trust Fund or in the alternative to sell their rights to such allotment; and 

the Trustees are further authorised if in their opinion it would be in the best interests of the Trust 

Fund so to do, to subscribe for and pay for or purchase additional shares in any such company or 

corporation. The Trustees are further authorised to join in any plan for the reconstruction or re-

organization of any such company or corporation or the amalgamation or merger of any such 

company or corporation with any other company or corporation or for the sale of the assets of 

any such company or corporation or any part thereof and they may in pursuance of any such plan 
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accept any shares or securities in lieu of or in exchange for the shares or other interests held by 

the Trust Fund in such company or corporation. The Trustees are further authorised, if in their 

discretion they consider it to be in the best interests of the Trust Fund so to do, to enter into any 

voting trust, pooling or other agreement in connection with the interest of the Trust Fund in any 

company or corporation and to give any options they may consider advisable with respect to any 

such shares. The Trustees shall have the power and authority to deal with the interest held by the 

Trust Fund in any such company or corporation to the same extent and as fully as if they were 

the absolute owners thereof. 

6.3 Appointment of Investment Counsel.  In addition to and not by way of 

restricting the general investment powers of the Trustees, they shall be authorised to engage from 

time to time such person or persons as they consider advisable as investment counsel or 

investment advisors. The Trustees may rely and act upon the advice of such investment counsel 

or investment advisor(s) and further they may delegate directly to such investment counsel or 

investment advisor(s) the direct management of the whole or any part of the Trust Fund as the 

Trustees deem advisable and on such other terms as the Trustees consider advisable including for 

greater certainty delegated power to choose, acquire or dispose of investments from time to time 

and including the power to sub-delegate the power to choose, acquire and dispose of investments 

and the Trustees shall not be liable for any losses incurred as a consequence of the exercise or 

failure to exercise any such delegated powers by any such investment counsel or investment 

advisor(s). The Trustees may pay the proper fees and disbursements of such investment counsel 

or investment advisor(s) out of the Trust Fund, which fees and disbursements shall be charged to 

either income or capital or part to income and part to capital as the Trustees in the exercise of an 

absolute discretion shall determine. 

Annotation: Subsection 27.2(2) of the Trustee Act provides that an agent who is 

authorised to exercise the investment functions of the Trustees shall not delegate that 

authority to another person. There has been some uncertainty as to whether an investment 

advisor can choose to invest in mutual funds as this could be considered a further delegation 

(see Re Haslam v. Haslam (1994), 114 D.L.R. (4
th

) 562). As noted above, sections 67 and 68 of 

the Trustee Act provide that the terms of the trust instrument can override any provision of the 

Trustee Act. Thus, inclusion of a specific provision that expressly permits such further sub-

delegation and removes the concern about an investment advisor investing in mutual funds 

ought to be included. 

Note also the requirements of the Trustee Act for a contract with an “agent” for 

the provision of investment service on a discretionary basis. 

Annotation:  With the amendments to the Trustee Act in 2001, a trustee can 

now enter into a contract with an “agent” for the provision of investment services on a 

discretionary basis.  The requirements of the agency relationship are carefully defined, 

including a written agreement, the development of an investment plan and periodic reporting.  

The premise is that the prudent choice and ongoing supervision of an investment agent is a 

duty which prudent trustees can be trusted to carry out.   

There is, however, some uncertainty as to whether an investment advisor can 

choose mutual funds as an investment.  This uncertainty is based upon the decision in Haslam 
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v. Haslam, (1994) 114 D.L.R. (4th) 562.  In this case Judge Rosenberg held that an investment 

in a mutual fund was an unauthorized delegation of investment decision making.  While 

mutual funds are now expressly deemed to not violate the rule against delegation, there is a 

concern that if an investment agent, to whom decision-making has been delegated, invests in a 

mutual fund, that this will be seen as a sub-delegation.  Accordingly, this clause removes this 

concern. 

7. AUTHORITY TO BORROW 

7.1 Borrowing.  The Trustees may from time to time, in the exercise of an absolute 

discretion, borrow on behalf of the Trust Fund such sum or sums of money for any purpose 

whatsoever which money may be repayable with such interest or without interest as the Trustees 

shall determine is appropriate in the circumstances and the Trustees may mortgage, pledge or 

charge the income and/or the capital of the Trust Fund (both present and future) or any parts 

thereof to secure repayment of any money so borrowed. The Trustees are authorised to execute 

and deliver such instruments evidencing indebtedness and such instruments evidencing the 

security as to the Trustees appear necessary or desirable. The Trustees may also, in their absolute 

discretion, guarantee and for that purpose mortgage, pledge or charge the income and/or the 

capital of the Trust Fund (both present and future) to facilitate the borrowings of any one or more 

of the Beneficiaries or of any company or corporation the shares in the capital stock of which 

constitute part of the Trust Fund or which are owned or controlled by any one or more of the 

Beneficiaries. 

8. AUTHORITY TO LEND 

8.1 Loans to Beneficiaries.  The Trustees may, from time to time in the exercise of 

an absolute discretion, lend moneys to any of the Beneficiaries (including a Trustee) for such 

length of time and upon such terms and at such rate of interest or without interest and with such 

security or without security as the Trustees, in the exercise of an absolute discretion, shall 

consider advisable. 

9. REAL PROPERTY 

9.1 Real Property.  The Trustees shall have unfettered discretion to sell, mortgage or 

lease any real or leasehold property that forms part of the Trust Fund upon such terms and 

conditions as the Trustees think fit.  The Trustees may accept surrenders of such leases and 

tenancies.  The Trustees my expend money in repairs and improvements and generally manage 

such property.  The Trustees may give any options with respect to such property as they consider 

advisable.  The Trustees may renew and keep renewed any mortgage upon any such property and 

may pay off or renegotiate any mortgage which may be in existence at any time. 

10. JOINT VENTURES AND PARTNERSHIPS 

10.1 Joint Ventures and Partnerships.  The Trustees may join in any syndicate, 

partnership or joint venture, contributing all or part of the assets of the Trust Fund as the 

contribution of the Trust Fund thereto and they may enter into agreements with co-investors 

which limit their rights to buy or sell assets of the Trust Fund. 
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11. SPECIAL POWER TO SELL, VALUATIONS AND SPECIE 

DISTRIBUTIONS 

11.1 Special Power to Sell.  In addition to sales in the normal course, the Trustees 

may dispose of the investments and assets of the Trust Fund in whole or in part, at public 

auctions, by tender or private sale, all upon such terms and conditions and for such sum or sums 

as the Trustees consider advisable. The Trustees may make partition with the co-owners or joint 

owners who have any interest in any property real or personal in which the Trustees have an 

interest, and may make such partition, either by sale or by set off or by private agreement. 

11.2 Transactions with Trustee.  A Trustee may at any time and from time to time 

sell assets to, or purchase assets from the Trust Fund, provided that the purchase price, terms and 

conditions of any such sale or purchase shall be approved by the Trustees other than the Trustee 

to or from whom such sale or purchase is being made and the Trustees shall not be required to 

obtain the approval of any Court as a condition to any such sale or purchase. 

Annotation: In the absence of an applicable provision in a trust instrument, at 

common law, a trustee is not permitted to self-deal without court approval. This clause permits 

such transactions without court approval. 

11.3 Valuations and Specie Distributions.  In setting aside any fund or in making any 

division of the income or capital of the Trust Fund or any part thereof, or in paying or 

transferring any share or interest thereof, the Trustees may fix the value of the Trust Fund or of 

any investments or assets forming part thereof, and may divide, set aside, pay or transfer over in 

specie or otherwise all or part of the investments or assets forming the Trust Fund using the 

value so fixed by the Trustees, and the value so fixed by the Trustees shall be final and binding 

on all Beneficiaries and other persons concerned. 

12. GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE POWERS 

Annotation: While Trustees need to be involved in the decision-making process, 

it is possible for Trustees to delegate to one or more Trustees the power to sign documents and 

carry out or implement other decisions once the Trustees collectively have made such decision. 

12.1 Operate Accounts.  The Trustees may for the purposes of the Trust Fund open 

and operate any account or accounts with any bank, trust company, investment dealer, 

stockbroker or financial institution in any jurisdiction.  

12.2 Signing Authority.  The Trustees may appoint one or more of the Trustees or any 

other person or persons to sign any or all banking documents, stock transfers, receipts, 

promissory notes, other negotiable instruments and any other documents of any kind required to 

be signed on behalf of the Trustees at any time. 

12.3 Voting Trust.  The Trustees may in their absolute discretion enter into or 

establish any voting trust agreement in respect of any shares, securities or property which form 

part of the Trust Fund as the Trustees consider appropriate and the Trustees may, but need not, 

participate in the exercise of such votes. 
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12.4 Power to Sue and Settle.  The Trustees may from time to time institute, 

prosecute and defend any suit, action, arbitration or other proceeding affecting the Trustees or 

the Trust Fund and may pay the fees, costs and expenses thereof out of the Trust Fund. The 

Trustees may compromise or compound any debt owing to the Trust Fund. The Trustees may 

compromise or settle any claim of or against the Trustees or the Trust Fund upon such evidence 

or opinion as the Trustees shall deem sufficient. 

12.5 Power to Pay Expenses.  For the purposes of clarification, and not in any way to 

limit the powers of the Trustees hereunder, the Trustees are authorised to settle and to pay and 

satisfy out of the assets or property of the Trust Fund (charging the same against income or 

capital or part against income and part against capital as the Trustees in the exercise of an 

absolute discretion shall determine) any of the following obligations: 

(a) the amount of any income, gift or other tax or any duty payable to any 

government to which the Trust Fund is obligated arising from or in connection 

with the establishment, execution, operation, management, distribution or 

termination of the Trust Fund or otherwise related to the Trust Fund; 

(b) the amount of any expenses payable to the Trustees hereunder in respect of 

attendance at the Trustees’ meetings; 

(c) the amount of any legal or other expenses necessarily or reasonably incurred in 

connection with the establishment, execution, management, operation, 

distribution or termination of the Trust Fund; 

(d) the amount of any reasonable expenses for making and changing investments, or 

for purchasing, exchanging or leasing any property, including brokers’ 

commissions and charges, auditors’ fees and legal fees. 

12.6 Separate Funds or Common Funds.  The Trustees may in the exercise of an 

absolute discretion maintain the Trust Fund in one common fund or may set aside one or more 

separate funds for any Beneficiary or group of Beneficiaries and the Trustees shall have the 

power to invest such separate funds for such Beneficiary or a group of Beneficiaries only and 

shall have the power to re-allocate assets from one trust to another or discontinue one or more or 

all trusts so established and to re-establish such separate trusts or common funds as they from 

time to time deem it advisable so to do. 

Annotation: In the absence of provisions to the contrary in the trust instrument 

at common law, Trustees are prohibited from commingling trust assets. Thus to the extent 

there are separate trust funds created, they must be maintained separately. This clause permits 

the pooling of separate trust funds. 

12.7 Incorporation.  The Trustees may incorporate or join with any other person or 

persons in the incorporation of any corporation under the laws of any jurisdiction in the world at 

the expense of the Trust Fund with limited or unlimited liability for the purpose, inter alia, of 

engaging in any business and/or of purchasing and holding the whole or any part of the Trust 

Fund. The consideration for the sale or transfer of the Trust Fund or any part thereof to any such 

corporation incorporated pursuant to this clause may consist wholly or partly of fully paid shares, 
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debentures or other securities of such corporation. Any Trustee may but need not serve as a 

director or officer of any such corporation so long as s/he is a Trustee of the Trust Fund but if 

s/he is a director or officer of any such corporation s/he shall forthwith resign upon ceasing to be 

a Trustee, unless the Trustees determine otherwise. 

12.8 Carry on Business.  The Trustees may carry on any business whatsoever and 

either independently or in partnership with any individual, trust or corporation which can in the 

opinion of the Trustees be carried on advantageously by the Trust Fund and the Trustees shall 

have power to do all things necessary or advisable for the carrying on of any such business. 

12.9 Registration of Securities.  It shall not be necessary for any securities or assets 

of the Trust Fund to be registered in the name of the Trustees and the same may, in the discretion 

of the Trustees, be registered in the name of any agent or nominee of the Trustees. 

12.10 Safekeeping and Insurance of Securities and other Assets.  The Trustees may 

arrange for such safekeeping and storage of securities, other assets of the Trust Fund and of 

records belonging to or relating to the Trust Fund as the Trustees in their discretion consider 

appropriate and the Trustees may place such insurance upon securities and other assets at the 

expense of the Trust Fund or refrain from placing insurance on some or all of the securities and 

other assets as they consider it appropriate so to do. 

12.11 Professional Advisors to the Trustees.  The Trustees may employ and act upon 

the advice of such professional or other experts and consultants including without limitation 

lawyers, valuators, accountants, surveyors, auctioneers, actuaries, corporate agents and 

nominees, as the Trustees consider advisable in the discharge of their duties and may delegate in 

writing to such agents all or any of their powers conferred on them herein. The Trustees may pay 

the proper fees and disbursements for such professional or other experts and consultants out of 

the Trust Fund, charged either to income or capital or part to income and part to capital as the 

Trustees consider appropriate. 

The Trustees may act upon the opinion or advice of or upon information obtained 

from any such professional or other experts and consultants and the Trustees shall not be 

responsible, answerable or accountable for any loss, depreciation or damage occasioned to the 

Trust Fund by their acting or not acting in accordance therewith. 

In the event that the Trustees require advice or assistance and a Trustee is 

qualified in the relevant field and the Trustees consider that s/he is the most suitable person from 

whom to obtain the necessary advice or assistance, then they may retain such Trustee 

notwithstanding that s/he is a Trustee and s/he shall be entitled to receive full professional or 

non-professional fees for the services rendered to the Trustees and the Trustees shall be entitled 

to rely upon his/her assistance having regard to the field of expertise without reference to the fact 

that s/he is a Trustee. 

Annotation:  At law trustees are not permitted to delegate their duties.  The 

above clause will allow the trustees to hire agents such as lawyers, real estate agents, brokers 

and accountants, to perform some of their functions.  It is important to note that all decision-

making must be completed by the trustees but the carrying out of decisions can be delegated to 
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agents pursuant to this clause.  The clause goes on to provide that the agents can be 

remunerated out of the trust.  In the event an agent performs a function which is a function 

the trustee is expected to perform, such as the preparation of the trustee’s accounts and the 

trust pays the agent’s remuneration, the agent’s remuneration would be deducted from the 

compensation allowed to the trustees.   

12.12 Accounting by Trustees.  The Trustees may keep the accounts of this Settlement 

in any form and shall not be obliged to maintain accounts in the form otherwise required under 

the laws of Ontario or any other jurisdiction.   

12.13 Depreciation or Depletion Reserves.  The Trustees may provide for depreciation 

or depletion reserves to be charged against the net income arising from depreciable or depleting 

assets held in the Trust Fund. The rate of depreciation or depletion to be taken annually shall be 

such rate as the Trustees may determine. Any sums reserved for depreciation or depletion shall 

be set aside in each year and shall be deemed to form part of the capital of the Trust Fund. 

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Deed of Settlement, the income arising from the 

Trust Fund shall be the net income after providing for the aforesaid reserves for depreciation or 

depletion. 

12.14 Elections, etc.  The Trustees shall have full, absolute and unfettered discretion 

from time to time and at any time or times, either alone or in conjunction with a Beneficiary, to 

make or refrain from making any election or elections, designations, determinations, 

distributions and/or allocations for the purposes of the Income Tax Act or any similar legislation 

of any province or other jurisdiction in force from time to time as they in their absolute 

discretion deem to be in the best interests of the Trust Fund and/or the Beneficiaries, either alone 

or in conjunction with a Beneficiary, notwithstanding that such election or elections, 

designations, determinations, distributions and/or allocations may or would have the effect of 

conferring an advantage on any one or more of the Beneficiaries or could otherwise be 

considered but for the foregoing as not being an impartial exercise by the Trustees of their duties 

hereunder or as not being the maintaining of an even hand among the Beneficiaries. Where any 

specific funds or shares are created under this Trust Fund, the Trustees shall have the absolute 

power to determine which specific assets shall form such fund or share, as the case may be, 

unless otherwise expressly provided in the Trust Fund. The Trustees are specifically exonerated 

from any responsibility with respect to making or not making any such election or elections, 

designations, determinations, distributions and/or allocations if they act bona fide in the exercise 

of such powers. The exercise of a discretion by the Trustees shall be conclusive and binding on 

all Beneficiaries hereof and notwithstanding any of the foregoing provisions, the making and 

filing of an election or elections, designations, determinations, distributions and/or allocations for 

income tax purposes shall not in and of itself create a vested interest in any Beneficiary to any 

portion of the Trust Fund. 

13. TRUSTEES 

13.1 Number and Appointment of Trustees.  There shall at all times be at least three 

(3) and not more than five (5) Trustees. Additional Trustees may be appointed from time to time 

as deemed necessary or advisable and at any time that there are less than five (5) Trustees by an 

appointment in writing executed by <*> while s/he is alive and a Trustee and thereafter by the 
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remaining Trustee or Trustees or failing him, her or them, by a majority decision of the Adult 

Beneficiaries, who are sui juris. No appointment shall be valid or effective unless the proposed 

Trustee has in writing agreed to act and a copy of such appointment is sent by prepaid registered 

mail or delivered personally to each of the other Trustees. 

Annotation:  See earlier discussion above regarding the possible application of 

ss75(2) if this power is given to the Settlor/Contributor. 

13.2 Retirement of Trustees.  If there is only one (1) Trustee, such Trustee may 

resign only upon an Order of a Court of competent jurisdiction where the Trust Fund has its 

situs. If there is more than one (1) Trustee then any Trustee may retire on thirty days’ written 

notice sent by either registered mail, postage prepaid or by telegraph, telex, fax or similar method 

of communication, charges prepaid to the last known addresses of, or personally served upon, the 

remaining Trustees and the Adult Beneficiaries who are sui juris, if any, who have received any 

income or capital from the Trust Fund within the preceding four year period. If a Trustee desires 

to retire on less than thirty days’ written notice then the remaining Trustees may unanimously 

agree to accept such shorter notice as they consider appropriate.  A Trustee shall cease to be a 

Trustee and shall be deemed to have retired upon becoming incompetent of managing property. 

13.3 Removal of Trustees – Alternative Clauses 

(A) At any time while <*> is a Trustee s/he shall have the power to 

remove a Trustee if s/he considers it to be in the best interests of 

the Trust to do so, which shall be a matter in the absolute 

unquestioned discretion of <*>, provided that notice in writing of 

such removal shall be given to such Trustee and to all other 

Trustees, which notice shall be sufficiently given if sent by prepaid 

registered mail to the last known address of each person entitled to 

receive such notice. 

 OR 

(B) Whenever there are at least three Trustees and in the opinion of the 

remaining Trustees other than the one to be removed, a Trustee has 

become unwilling or unable to act or to continue to act as a Trustee 

or the best interests of the Trust Fund require the removal of a 

Trustee, which shall be a matter in the absolute unquestioned 

discretion of the remaining Trustees, then in every such case such 

Trustee may be removed provided that notice in writing of such 

removal shall be given to such Trustee and to all other Trustees, 

which notice shall be sufficiently given if sent by prepaid 

registered mail to the last known address of each person entitled to 

receive such notice.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, [Name of 

<*>] shall not be removed as a Trustee unless s/he has been 

declared incompetent of managing property. 
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Annotation:  See earlier discussion above regarding the possible application of 

ss75(2) if this power is given to the Settlor/Contributor. 

13.4 Decisions of Trustees.  All decisions of the Trustees shall be made by a majority 

vote. [Note: The following sentence can, if so desired, be deleted if the Settlor or other 

transferor of property to the Trust is not one of the Trustees.] For greater certainty and 

without restricting the generality of the foregoing, at any time that <*> is a Trustee and is 

resident of Canada and there are fewer than three (3) Trustees then any decision effected or 

document or instrument executed by the Trustees, excluding a decision effected or document or 

instrument executed in connection with the appointment of a new Trustee, shall be an invalid and 

ineffective act of the Trustees. A certificate signed by any one Trustee shall be prima facie 

evidence of the number of Trustees in office at any time and of the names of such Trustees. 

Without in any way affecting the validity of any act of a majority of the Trustees as hereinbefore 

provided, it shall be the duty of the majority of Trustees who effect a decision or execute any 

document or other instrument to inform any Trustees not present at the time such decision is 

made or who are not signatories to such document or instrument. 

Annotation: See the earlier discussion regarding section 75(2) with respect to 

the decision-making by the trustees when one or more of their number includes the Settlor or 

other person who has transferred or lent property to the trust. 

13.5 Remuneration of Trustees.  Each Trustee shall be entitled to charge to the Trust 

Fund all expenses reasonably incurred by him in attending meetings of Trustees and in carrying 

out the duties of a Trustee and in addition the Trustees shall be entitled to receive reasonable 

compensation for their care, pains, trouble and responsibilities in and about the affairs of the 

Trust Fund. In the event that one or more of the Trustees declines such compensation, the 

aggregate compensation shall be reduced so that no Trustee accepting such compensation shall 

receive more than the share he or she would receive if all Trustees had accepted compensation. If 

the amount of compensation is approved by all of the Trustees and a majority of the Adult 

Beneficiaries, who are sui juris, then the settlement of such compensation shall be final and 

binding upon all persons concerned. In the absence of agreement, compensation shall be 

determined by a Court of competent jurisdiction. 

Annotation:  The statutory basis for fees charged by Trustees is section 61 of 

the Trustee Act.  Section 61 provides as follows: 

(1) A trustee, guardian or personal representative is entitled to such fair and 

reasonable allowance for the care, pains and trouble, and the time expended in 

and about the estate, as may be allowed by a judge of the Ontario Court 

(General Division). 

(2) The amount of such compensation may be settled although the estate is not 

before the court in an action. 

(3) The judge, in passing the accounts of a trustee or of a personal representative 

or guardian, may from time to time allow a fair and reasonable allowance for 

care, pains and trouble, and time expended in or about the estate. 
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Over time a court-recognized “tariff” has developed as to what is fair and 

reasonable compensation.  This is not a legislated tariff but is a guideline.  It is subject to 

increase or decrease depending upon the facts.  In some cases it has been ignored in certain 

cases and other factors have been taken into account, such as fees on the basis of docketed 

time. 

The guidelines apply percentages to the various components of the trustees’ 

accounts.  It provides as follows: 

2 ½ % of the value of the capital receipts being original assets realized; 

2 ½ % of the value of the capital disbursements;  

2 ½ % of the value of revenue receipts; 

2 ½ % of the value of revenue disbursements; 

an annual care and management fee of 2/5th of 1 % of the average 

market value of the capital of the trust. 

With respect to capital disbursements, it is important to bear in mind that the 

fee cannot be taken into account until the asset is either liquidated and disbursed i.e. to pay a 

debt or distributed to a beneficiary either in specie or in its liquidated form.  If original assets 

are thus maintained and distributed in specie, it is only when the distribution is actually made 

that the capital disbursement fee can be taken. 

The care and management fee is generally applicable where there is a trust to 

be held for a period of time. 

In terms of claiming compensation, it is becoming increasingly apparent that 

the courts will not automatically approve a claim based on the guidelines but will instead use 

the guidelines as one factor to consider and will measure the number against other factors 

such as the time spent (here docketed time is useful), the results achieved, the skill and ability 

displayed, complexity of the trust, length of the administration and the care and responsibility 

needed.  The trustees should collect and maintain evidence to substantiate their claim. 

It is important to note that the compensation allowed trustees is intended to be 

for all services provided by trustees.  To the extent the trustees engage agents to perform 

functions that they should be performing and the trust pays for this third party service, the 

amount paid will in most cases reduce trustee’s compensation dollar for dollar.  The courts 

have accepted that payment of certain specialized services will not reduce compensation, ex. 

Real estate agent fees, fees for tax return preparation, investment counsel fees. 

In terms of charging compensation to the income and capital beneficiaries, the 

fees on account of capital receipts and disbursements are charged to the capital beneficiaries 

and those applicable to revenue are charged to the income beneficiaries.  The care and 

management fee is generally charged 2/3 to capital and 1/3 to revenue but this general rule 

can be modified.   

Sometimes issues arise about where disbursements should be charged.  The 

general rule focuses on who benefits from the disbursement.  It also takes into consideration 

that charging a disbursement to capital will ultimately impact the income beneficiary, as the 
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capital to be invested is reduced thereby lowering the income that will be generated.  This area 

is complicated and any more detail is beyond the scope of this annotation. 

Trustees are generally not entitled to take compensation until their accounts to 

which the compensation claim relates have been approved by the court or unless the trustees 

have obtained the approval of 100 % of the beneficiaries representing all of the interests in the 

trust  Generally, obtaining 100% approval is not possible.  This is due to the fact that most 

trusts involve minor beneficiaries or have unascertained beneficiaries. The trust could provide 

for a pre-taking of compensation as passing accounts on a regular basis to claim 

compensation could prove expensive over the term of the trust. 

When a solicitor acts as a trustee and also provides legal services to the trust, 

questions often arise as to whether the solicitor is entitled to both compensation for acting as 

the trustee and to compensation for legal services rendered.    Section 61(4) of the Trustee Act 

(Ontario) seems to give support to the proposition that the solicitor is not disentitled from 

charging both fees in this situation.  However, the fees need to be justifiable.  To the extent the 

solicitor is performing trustees functions and charging legal fees for those same services, the 

quantum of legal fees must be deducted dollar for dollar from their claim for trustee 

compensation.  One cannot be compensated twice for performing the same service.  In our 

office, we set up two matters.  When we are providing legal advice and services, such as 

bringing a passing of accounts application, we docket to one matter and when we are 

performing trustee functions, like the preparation of accounts or the gathering of information 

pertaining to assets, we docket to another matter.  This way it becomes a relatively easy 

exercise to determine the amount of our fees which must reduce trustee compensation claim.  

Directors’ fees charged where the trust is the sole shareholder will also be taken into account 

in determining compensation. 

Given the uncertainties both as to the quantum of compensation and when it 

can be claimed, trust companies that are named trustees will often require a fee agreement to 

be reached.  In the event the Settlor intends to appoint a trust company and a fee agreement is 

reached, the fee agreement can be incorporated by reference into the trust.   

13.6 Liability of Trustees.  No Trustee shall be liable for any loss or damage which 

may happen to the Trust Fund or any part thereof (including without limitation any company or 

other entity whose shares or ownership interests are comprised in the Trust Fund) or the income 

thereof at any time from any cause whatsoever unless such loss or damage shall be caused by her 

or his own actual fraud or gross negligence.  A Trustee shall not be liable, answerable or 

accountable for any loss or damage resulting from the exercise of a discretion or a refusal to 

exercise a discretion.  A Trustee shall be liable, answerable and accountable for her or his own 

dishonesty or gross negligence.  A Trustee is liable, answerable and accountable for money and 

securities for money actually received by her or him even though she or he has signed a receipt 

or other instrument for the sake of conformity.  A Trustee is not liable, answerable or 

accountable for the acts, receipts, neglects or defaults of any other Trustee or any other person, 

firm or corporation having custody of any part of the Trust Fund and is not liable, answerable or 

accountable for any loss of money or security for money unless the same happens through her or 

his own dishonesty or gross negligence.  Honesty and good faith shall be presumed in favour of 

each Trustee unless such presumption is rebutted.  Every Trustee shall be entitled in the 
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purported exercise of her or his duties and discretions hereunder (including without limitation the 

management or administration of any company or other entity whose shares or ownership 

interests are comprised in the Trust Fund) to be indemnified out of the Trust Fund and the 

income thereof against all expenses and liabilities notwithstanding that such exercise constituted 

a breach of such Trustee’s duties unless brought about by her or his own actual fraud or gross 

negligence. 

The indemnity thereby granted shall be in addition to any and all rights to 

indemnity by law implied. 

13.7 Corporate Trustee.  Any Trustee hereof that is a corporation may exercise or 

concur in exercising any discretion or power hereby or by law conferred on the Trustees by a 

resolution of such corporation or its board of directors or governing body or it may delegate the 

right and power to exercise or concur in exercising any such discretion or power to any one or 

more of its directors, officers or employees or to such other person or persons as such Trustee 

shall think proper. 

13.8 Trustees’ Bond.  The Trustees shall not be required to give any bond or security 

for the due and faithful administration of the Trust Fund or for the discharge of the trusts hereof. 

14. DIRECTORSHIPS, TRUSTEESHIPS OR PARTNERS 

14.1 Act as a Director or Trustee.  Any Trustee hereof may act as a director, officer 

or employee of any company whose shares, bonds, debentures, notes or other securities form part 

of the Trust Fund and may act as a director, officer or employee of any affiliate or subsidiary of 

any such company, or as a trustee of a trust whose notes or other securities form part of the Trust 

Fund; and a Trustee who is so acting may retain for himself any remuneration which he may 

receive as a director, officer or employee of such company, affiliate or subsidiary or as a trustee 

of such trust notwithstanding that the voting or the withholding of votes or other rights attaching 

to any shares, bonds, debentures, notes or other securities forming part of the Trust Fund may 

have been instrumental (either alone or in conjunction with other matters) in procuring or 

continuing for him any such position or that his qualification for such position may have resulted 

in whole or in part from the holding of any such shares, bonds, debentures, notes or other 

securities of the Trust Fund. 

It shall not be an obligation of the Trustees or any of them to act as a director, 

officer or employee of any company in which the whole or any part of the Trust Fund is invested 

and the Trustees who are not or any Trustee who is not a director or employee of any such 

company will not be required directly or indirectly to oversee or account for the investment of 

the Trust Fund or the part thereof that is invested in such company. 

14.2 Appoint Other Director or Trustee.  The Trustees may appoint such person or 

persons as they in the exercise of an absolute discretion consider appropriate to act as a director 

of any company whose shares, bonds, debentures, notes or other securities form part of the Trust 

Fund or of any affiliate or subsidiary of any such company or as a trustee of a trust whose notes 

or other securities form part of the Trust Fund and may approve any reasonable remuneration to 
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be paid to any such person or persons. It shall not be an obligation of the Trustees to oversee or 

be responsible for the acts, decisions or conduct of any such director or trustee. 

14.3 Act as a Partner.  A Trustee may act as a partner of any partnership with whom 

the Trust Fund may have any business dealings directly or indirectly, through a company or 

otherwise, and a Trustee who is so acting may retain for himself any remuneration which he may 

receive as a partner of such partnership notwithstanding that the Trust Fund or a decision of the 

Trustees may be instrumental in creating the profits of such partnership or may contribute 

thereto. 

15. AMENDMENT OF DEED OF SETTLEMENT, REMOVAL OF 

TRUST FUND AND/OR ADMINISTRATION 

15.1 Amendment of Deed of Settlement.  By unanimous agreement at any time 

among the Trustees and upon obtaining the written approval of a two-thirds majority of the Adult 

Beneficiaries who are sui juris, then any administrative provision of this Deed of Settlement, 

which, for greater certainty, shall be exclusive of the provisions of Article 3.1 may be amended 

or revoked or additional terms may be added thereto but for greater certainty, in no event shall 

any amendment whatsoever be made which results in any part of the Trust Fund or any property 

substituted therefor being paid or lent to or reverting to the Settlor or any person from whom 

property was received in any manner or circumstances whatsoever. 

Annotation: See earlier discussion on subsection 75(2). 

15.2 Removal of Trust Fund.  The Trustees may at any time and from time to time 

remove the whole or any part of the Trust Fund and the administration of the Trust Fund from 

one jurisdiction to another as the Trustees in the exercise of an absolute discretion shall consider 

advisable and in the best interests of the Beneficiaries. 

16. PURCHASE OF LIFE INSURANCE 

16.1 Purchase of Life Insurance.  The Trustees may in the exercise of an absolute 

discretion purchase on behalf of the Trust Fund, policies of insurance on or purchase annuities on 

or in respect of the life or lives of any Beneficiary or on the life of any person in whose life any 

Beneficiary has an insurable interest. The Trustees may in their absolute discretion determine the 

class of, kind of and conditions attaching to the insurance or annuity to be purchased. Insurance 

includes term insurance. The Trustees shall not be held responsible for the form, genuineness, 

validity, sufficiency or effect of any such policy or annuity or for the act of any person which 

may render any such policy or annuity null and void or voidable or for the failure of the 

insurance company or issuing body to make payment upon such policy or annuity when due and 

payable or for any delay occasioned by reason of any provision contained in any such policy or 

annuity and the Trustees shall not be held responsible if, for any reason, any such policy or 

annuity shall lapse or otherwise become unenforceable. 

17. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

17.1 Acknowledgement.  It is hereby acknowledged that certain of the Trustees, from 

time to time, is or may be a principal, officer, director, employee, unitholder and/or shareholder 
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of <*>, or any successor, associated, connected or continuing [partnership, corporation] of 

<*>, and in such capacities may receive remuneration or other benefits from [<*>], and it is also 

hereby acknowledged that the Trust Fund may directly or indirectly hold units or other interests 

in [<*>]. 

18. SITUS AND GOVERNING LAW 

18.1 Situs of the Trust Fund.  Until changed by resolution of the Trustees, this Trust 

Fund shall have its situs in and be subject to the laws of Ontario. 

18.2 Governing Laws.  This Deed of Settlement and any question of law relating to 

the construction of this Deed of Settlement and the administration of the Trust Fund shall be 

construed in accordance with the laws of the Province of Ontario, Canada, unless the Trustees 

determine to the contrary in writing, which they are hereby authorised to do. 

19. IRREVOCABLE TRUST 

19.1 Irrevocable Trust.  This Deed of Settlement is intended and is hereby declared to 

be irrevocable by the Settlor. 

20. FAMILY LAW ACT 

20.1 No Community of Property 

(a) If and to the extent permitted by applicable law, no benefit under this Settlement 

shall be assigned or anticipated or fall into any community of property or 

partnership which may exist between any Beneficiary and his or her spouse and 

every such benefit shall remain the separated property of the Beneficiary free 

from all rights or controls by his or her spouse. 

20.2 Ontario Family Law Act 

(a) All property acquired by any Beneficiary under this Settlement including any 

income or capital of the Trust Fund distributed to such Beneficiary together with 

any property into which such property can be traced, and all income from such 

property or properties into which such property can be traced, including income 

on such income, shall be excluded from such Beneficiary’s net family property 

for the purposes of the Family Law Act, Revised Statutes of Ontario 1990, chapter 

F.3, as amended from time to time, and any successor legislation or any similar 

legislation of any other jurisdiction and, if and to the extent permitted by 

applicable jurisdiction, will not be subject to claims of ownership or division by 

such Beneficiary’s spouse for the purposes of or pursuant to any family law 

legislation of any applicable jurisdiction. 

21. POWERS – GENERAL 

21.1 Powers.  The powers granted herein are in addition to all other powers vested in 

trustees by law or otherwise and without restricting the general powers, discretions and 
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authorities in this Deed of Settlement given to the Trustees, the Trustees shall have the power, 

discretion and authority to deal with the assets of the Trust Fund (which for purposes of the 

Settlement shall include assets held in any trust created in the Deed of Settlement), without the 

interference of any person entitled hereunder. 

22. ACCEPTANCE OF TRUST 

22.1 Acceptance.  By executing these presents, the Trustees hereby accept the trusts 

herein contained upon the terms and conditions herein provided. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have executed these presents as at 

the day and year first above written. 

 

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED 

in the presence of: 

 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

  

 

 

 

 

l/s 

Witness ) 

) 

) 

[Name of Settlor], Settlor  

 

l/s 

Witness ) 

) 

) 

[Name of Trustee], Trustee  

 

l/s 

Witness ) 

) 

) 

[Name of Trustee], Trustee  

 

l/s 

Witness ) [Name of Trustee], Trustee  

 


